COVID-19 PANDEMIC MEDIA SUMMARY
May 06, 2020

1. Governor Sisolak:

2. NVNG:
   - Nevada National Guard, county team up for COVID-19 testing site in Las Vegas

3. Quad Counties (Carson City, Douglas, Lyon, Storey):
   - Nevada businesses in shutdown urged to develop opening plan
   - Hospitality Industry Partnerships Expands Meal Distribution into Carson City at the Union Thursday
   - Weekly protests cause concern for Carson City officials
   - Carson City Clerk’s and Nevada Secretary of State’s offices issue joint statement regarding mail-in ...
   - Annual Minden-Tahoe Airport’s Aviation Roundup Cancelled due to COVID-19
   - Quad-County offers first symptom-free COVID-19 testing in region

4. Churchill County:
   - Churchill County has two more positive COVID-19 cases
   - https://www.thefallonpost.org/news/1877, board-of-county-commissioners-emergency-meeting-on-may-1

5. Clark County:
   - Clark County sees large increase of recovered cases as 12 new COVID-19 deaths are
   - Employee at North Las Vegas Amazon center tests positive for COVID-19
   - MGM Resorts says layoffs could be coming with lower tourism expected
   - Las Vegas Mayor Carolyn Goodman calls on state to work on unemployment complications
   - SNHD issues guidelines for reopening restaurants in Las Vegas Valley
   - Las Vegas Casinos In A Post COVID-19 World
   - More than 350 tested at The Orleans
Las Vegas resorts and landmarks to light up red in honor of hospitality workers
Free drive-thru coronavirus testing to be offered in Laughlin next week

6. **Elko County:**
   - Coronavirus cancellations in the Elko area
   - Hospital celebrates National Nurses Week

7. **Esmeralda County:** Nothing significant to report.

8. **Eureka County:** Nothing significant to report.

9. **Humboldt County:**

10. **Lander County:**
    - 2 rural counties have most coronavirus cases per capita in Nevada

11. **Lincoln County:** Nothing significant to report.

12. **Mineral County:** Nothing significant to report.

13. **Nye County:** Nothing significant to report.

14. **Pershing County:** Nothing significant to report.

15. **Washoe County:**
    - Washoe COVID19 Update: [https://covid19washoe.com/](https://covid19washoe.com/)
    - Washoe County Sheriff's Office employees return to work after COVID-19 recovery
    - Washoe County Health District increasing the amount of people tested daily
    - Contractor working at Kids Kottage tests positive for COVID-19
    - Coronavirus live updates: In Washoe County, 36th death reported; children's shelter worker tests
    - Reno book, record stores turn to curbside pickup; hard to replicate in-store browsing experience
    - Report: Washoe County still short of hitting reopening benchmarks
    - Local 5-year-old boy receives 'No More Chemo' parade after finishing cancer treatment

16. **White Pine County:** Nothing significant to report.

17. **Nevada Tribes:**
    - [https://itcn.org/feature-box/covid-19/](https://itcn.org/feature-box/covid-19/)
    - COVID-19 cases quadruple in a week in Northern Nevada tribe

18. **Nevada News:**
    - Wildland Fire Camps Need Dramatic Change Amid COVID-19 Pandemic
    - WNC begins distributing CARES funding to students
    - Nevada Dispensaries Now Providing Curbside Pickup
    - Coronavirus contextualized, 6th edition: Exploring, through data, COVID-19 in Nevada and beyond
    - Indy Q&A: New DETR director Heather Korbulic on working through huge backlog of unemployment claims
    - Celebrating caregivers on National Nurses Day
    - Former Nevada gaming commissioner paints grim picture for economic recovery
    - Funeral directors on front lines of pandemic
    - Latinos, COVID-19 focus of Nevada group formed to make recommendations
    - Testing Nevada: Health experts develop state's weapon in coronavirus battle
    - Nevada Gaming Board Comes Out With New COVID-19 Safety Policies
    - No buffets, providing masks for guests among union's recommendations for casino reopening
    - Nevada hospitals to continue elective surgeries with precautions in place
    - Nevada health insurance deadline is 10 days away; Silver State Health Insurance Exchange
19. **Nevada PSA’s/Resources:**
- UNLV Greenspun of Urban Affairs created a guide focusing on general COVID19 resources for state, local, and higher education policymakers: [https://guides.library.unlv.edu/COVID-19](https://guides.library.unlv.edu/COVID-19)
- SpreFamily Coping – Talk about COVID-19ad the Love and Stay Home for Nevada
- Protecting Ourselves from Stress During COVID-19
- Neighbors Helping Neighbors Through COVID-19
- Flatten the Curve
- Farms and Food – Keeping Nevadans Fed
- Coping and Managing: [https://nvhealthresponse.nv.gov/info/coping/](https://nvhealthresponse.nv.gov/info/coping/)
- [https://nvhealthresponse.nv.gov/news-resources/social-media/](https://nvhealthresponse.nv.gov/news-resources/social-media/)
- [https://dem.nv.gov/COVID-19/home/](https://dem.nv.gov/COVID-19/home/)
- [https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AHFp3ugPJBw0VdJx2LFHq4W5xdh-p9lg](https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AHFp3ugPJBw0VdJx2LFHq4W5xdh-p9lg)
- Guided Online Domestic Violence Temporary Protective Order Application Launched By District Court As Risks Rise Amid Coronavirus Pandemic

20. **DHS/FEMA:**
- FEMA ASL YouTube Playlist: [https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL720Kw_OojJ_ -vZ3xW2pp5CuKgk3Gh7X](https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL720Kw_OojJ_-vZ3xW2pp5CuKgk3Gh7X)
- [https://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/1588184904264- ac539848a448cc49bbf4f6fd12830061/4_29_20_ByTheNumbers.jpg](https://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/1588184904264-ac539848a448cc49bbf4f6fd12830061/4_29_20_ByTheNumbers.jpg)

21. **Trends from Neighboring States:**
- **California**
  - A ‘ticking time bomb.' Valley essential workers share experiences amid coronavirus
  - ‘Truly problematic.’ Hand sanitizer ingestions surge during coronavirus pandemic
  - Coronavirus halted legal marriages in L.A. County. It could be weeks before they resume
  - Drive-throughs and drive-ins were fading. Coronavirus made them a lifeline
  - Gov. Newsom updates on state’s response to COVID-19 outbreak
  - Experts Call For Halting Permanent School Closures In California During Coronavirus Crisis
  - SF providing medications, alcohol, cannabis to some people isolating in leased hotel rooms
  - Overlooked small businesses are finally getting federal loans. Challenges remain
  - At least 100 food processing employees have the coronavirus
  - Why TikTok is planting roots in L.A. even amid a pandemic
  - Coronavirus updates: Newsom, rural California still clashing on shutdown; doctors stressed
  - California poised to surpass 60,000 coronavirus cases amid push to reopen the state
  - Reopening Los Angeles will be slow as coronavirus cases and deaths keep mounting
  - LA Offers Free Legal Aid For Navigating The Pandemic
  - Another Amazon warehouse employee tests positive for coronavirus in Sacramento
  - How Long Beach fought the spread of coronavirus after firefighters became ill
  - No coronavirus vaccine. Summer vacation canceled. Do California parents want school in July?
  - Why California native tribes are cautious about ending shutdown. ‘We can't lose a single elder’
  - As California begins reopening, fears mount of more coronavirus cases, deaths
  - Coronavirus Roundup: Zoom Wedding Ceremonies; Church Service Ban Upheld; ‘Disease Detectives’ Tracking COVID-19
  - Coronavirus crisis demands new strategies on wildfire prevention
  - Here's what you need to know about booking California vacation rentals right now
  - Rotting food. Hungry masses. Chaotic supply chains. Coronavirus upends the U.S. food system
Coronavirus summary | May 5: County OKs reopening plans as modeling reveals success of social distancing
Federal court upholds California ban on church services in COVID-19 pandemic
5 things to know about using the DMV during coronavirus outbreak
California Launches Online Tool to Find COVID-19 Testing Near You
Cluster of COVID-19 Cases in Chino Prison Alarms Advocates
Is California ready to start reopening? Coronavirus Outbreak Answers | COVID-19 in Context

Arizona
Gov. Doug Ducey fires the scientists who warn he's making a mistake by reopening Arizona
Coronavirus could worsen death toll of summer heat waves, health officials warn
What we learned about Honeywell N95 mask production from Trump's visit
Why should Arizona release nursing home data? You don't build trust with secrecy
Tucson tech company helps doctors see the coronavirus
AZ health officials tell its internal coronavirus modeling team to stop work
16 test positive for COVID-19 at Phoenix assisted-living facility; 3 residents have died
Airbnb bans Phoenix hosts, guests from throwing parties as state reopens

Colorado
CSU ‘Optimistically’ Planning To Hold Classes On Campus This Fall
FAQs: CDLE answers common questions about unemployment
Are Colorado Hospitals Ready For Safer At Home?
137 citations issued at nursing homes, senior care facilities as CDPHE increases inspections
Colorado surpasses 900 coronavirus deaths as hospitalizations fall to lowest point in a month
Larimer County officials catching heat over face masks, restaurant closings
Colorado State Parks continues camping ban, putting Memorial Day weekend in doubt
Local officials in Colorado want conservation funding included in future coronavirus legislation
The specifics of each Colorado county's safer-at-home orders
Coronavirus Plasma Treatment Recipient Dies From Virus
El Paso County Coroner addresses rumors about COVID-19 death certificates
How Colorado avoided catastrophe as the coronavirus hit state
Polis: Colorado 'moving in the right direction' with 1.4% daily coronavirus growth rate Sunday

Idaho
'It's been a challenge': Boise fire stations working hard to prevent spread of coronavirus
While schools have a plan to reopen and Idaho businesses enter Phase 2, people still need to wear face masks
Payette High School reopens in limited capacity
Idaho COVID-19 confirmed cases continue to increase
Shoshone-Bannock Tribes provide COVID-19 update
'Let's get back to business' – courthouse opens to public, COVID precautions in place
Idaho partners with Battelle to decontaminate N95 masks at no cost
Governor takes coronavirus calls, recognizes 'incredible sacrifices' of Idahoans
Twin Falls area's coronavirus cases continue to grow; quiet day in Treasure Valley

Oregon
Oregon coronavirus updates, Wednesday: Third confirmed Polk County death announced
Oregon and SW Washington schools aren't really tracking attendance during distance learning
Portland nursing home suspended, residents moved after 28 COVID-19 deaths
Oregon reports drop in elder abuse calls during COVID-19 epidemic
'Irresponsible and unfortunate': Business could face thousands of dollars in fines for re-opening amid pandemic
Oregon coronavirus updates May 5: Health officials release case count by ZIP code
4 more COVID-19 deaths reported in Oregon, 72 new confirmed cases
Eugene Police see increase in telephone scams during COVID-19 pandemic
1 Prison Has More Than 70% Of Oregon's Corrections COVID-19 Cases
Warm Springs Reservation mandates masks, quarantine during coronavirus outbreak
Oregon's 1st COVID-19 Patient Out of Hospital After 2 Months
State orders Southeast Portland nursing home struck by the coronavirus to shut down
Four more Oregon deaths announced as COVID-related ER visits decline

Utah
UTA works on recovery plan, as ridership is still down 70% on buses and 86% on trains
University of Utah Health to randomly select families for coronavirus blood tests
How face masks are spurring battles on Utah’s front lines
Coronavirus crisis exacts toll on people with disabilities
Workers infected after Utah County businesses ignored rules
Utah health leaders were at odds over anti-malarial drugs for COVID-19, emails show
6 more Utahns die from COVID-19, even as state stays in a plateau of new cases
Watch Live: Utah Housing Coalition meets to update COVID-19
Nearly 70 cases of COVID-19 traced back to two Utah County businesses, officials say
Utah health care workers who volunteered in NY may have to pay state income taxes
State refuses request to lower COVID-19 threat level for southwest Utah

22. Johns Hopkins School of Medicine:
- Johns Hopkins Map: https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html

23. CDC:
- Ten Ways Healthcare Systems Can Operate Effectively during the COVID-19 Pandemic
- Keeping Children Healthy While School’s Out

24. WHO World Health Organization News:
- WHO Map of Cases: https://who.sprinklr.com/
- COVID-19 reveals gaps in health systems: WHO Briefing
- Preparing for possible seasonal return of COVID-19
- The long term mental health impact of covid-19 must not be ignored

25. National News:
- Pence: White House Considering Winding Down Coronavirus Task Force
- US tribal casinos begin to reopen
- 9023 positive cases of COVID-19 in Wisconsin, 362 deaths, 4K+ recovered
- Hospital ICUs Are Adapting To COVID-19 At 'Light Speed'
- Black communities account for disproportionate number of Covid-19 deaths in the US, study finds
- 'Eerie' Emptiness of ERs Worries Doctors: Where Are The Heart Attacks And Strokes?
- Nearly 1400 Tyson workers at 3 Iowa plants get coronavirus
- As Businesses Reopen, A Fight Is Brewing Over Worker Safety Lawsuits
- National coronavirus updates: Model cited by White House projects 134000 deaths in the US

26. International News:
- Gujarat gets permission to conduct 'Solidarity Trial' for Covid-19
- Coronavirus news live updates: India's tally of confirmed cases crosses 49000; Death toll at 1685
- Coronavirus: France's first known case 'was in December'
- What Hamburg's Missteps In 1892 Cholera Outbreak Can Teach Us About COVID-19 Response

27. Protesting:
- Protesters Seek Signatures To Recall Governor
- Reopen Nevada rally held in Pahrump, another scheduled for Saturday
Good morning everyone, below are SOME county flyers for this Saturday May 9th for maschmikes. Esmeralda will go to Nye. Any counties not listed you are welcome to meet in your town center and do a caravan. Bring signs, honk your horns, collect signatures and let your voice be heard.

**Stand Up Nevada**
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